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Abstract

The paper is devoted to derivation of basic motion equations of two-phase
disperse systems with regard to external heat mass transfer. A complex of sim-
ilarity criteria is obtained for simulating viscous continuum.

Theoretical solution of a problem on motion of two-phase media is connectied
with this or other simplification of real pattern of medium with this or other degree
of idealization of its properties [1-6]. Nevertherless, the systems of equations for
describing general case of two-phase media motion should take into account principal
discontinuity of medium and occuring exchange processes therein (mass transfer,
energy and impulse transfer).

One of the schemes of construction of the system of equations of two-phase
medium is that motion equations are written separately for the particles of carry-
ing (liquid) and weight (disperse) phases situated in elementary unit of two-phase
medium. While solving concrete problems, such an approach is connected with con-
siderable difficulties, since the elements of dispersible phase (hard particles, drops,
bubbles) in real medium are very different by the form and sizes, and are randomly
distributed in space. A schematization when a initial discontinuous medium be-
comes a fictitious continuous medium by means of this or other averaging method,
turns out to be more perspective. In this case, it is assumed that each of phases
is continuously distributed in the chosen unit and is entire. Such a hypothetical
medium being equivalent to initial one, at the same time consists of continuous liq-
uid and continuously weighted phases for which differential calculus may be applied
[1].

Basic motion equations are of great significance in the mechanics of two-phase
media. The papers [1-6] and others were devoted to these equations. At present,
one can say that the forms of basic motion equations for phases and medium on
the whole when there is no action of external sources (flow) of mass, impulse and
flow energy of mixture, are established. However, in many technical systems, in
the course of flow of two-phase media, total mass of mixture significantly changes
because of adding a new mass to it (or disconnection from it). Such flows are in
injection (or suction) problems in control of boundary layer, collector heat exchang-
ers, separation systems, cooling of structural elements of machines and others [7].

1. Basic motion equations. Let’s consider a two-phase medium as continium
consisting of carrying (liquid) and weight (disperse) phases whose masses and media
on the whole continuously change in the course of time because of disconnection or
adding to them new masses of both phases. Under these conditions the conservation
laws are written in the form of balance equations connecting velocity of change
of ”total amount” of appropriate physical quantity (of phase or medium) in some
unit with ”flow” of this quantity through the surface restricting the volume and




